MATT, BRIAN, & NOAH
Rosie, Lilly, Wesley, & Mrs. Mouse

A Family Built by Adoption
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Hello!
Thank you so much for learning about us. Before we get started telling you
about our lives, we wanted to take a minute to share that we feel you
possess strength, courage and love. We cannot imagine that this is an easy
time for you, and the dedication you have to your child and their future is
something we are truly in awe of.

As a family built by adoption, we have learned the importance of being open,
honest and proud of our story. Brian adopted Noah in his first marriage and
we just couldn’t be more grateful. Matt has been blessed with two sisters
through adoption. Adoption has filled our lives with love and joy, and we are
excited to continue the journey! During Brian’s adoption journey with Noah,
he was told “the greatest gift you can give your adopted child is that they
never remember the day that they found out they are adopted." This has
been a guiding principle throughout Noah’s life, being proud of the fact that
he is adopted, to celebrate his mother’s bravery, and to celebrate that his life
today was made possible by the greatest gift of all - the gift of love.

As a same gender male couple, you will always be the only mother in your
child’s life. Your child will grow up with dads that inspire pride, gratitude and
admiration for you and how deep your love is. Thank you for allowing us the
opportunity to share in that dedication to your child’s amazing future. We
want to wish you strength and support during what must be a very difficult
time.
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About Us
We find fun everywhere, from family scuba diving, ping pong
tournaments in our basement, lounging on the couch as a family
watching the newest Netflix show, and making up games. The other
night, the three of us were in the basement, Noah picked up a ball,
and within minutes we had a brand new game that was a combo of
dodgeball, soccer and volleyball - with 13 new rules, and hours of fun.
Noah quickly teamed up with Matt and it was two vs one! Brian did
his best, but they won by a landslide! Your child will grow up in a
family that inspires creativity, silliness and having fun in the most
normal of situations!

We understand that life can throw bumps in the road, but we always
find the rainbow. Every night at dinner (we always eat together), our
conversation revolves around the “peak and the pit” of the day! We
believe that focusing on what went right is always more fulfilling than
focusing on what went wrong. Recently, Noah shared a pit of his day;
that at school some kids were leaving him out at recess. Our first
instinct was “papa bear” mode, however after listening to exactly what
happened, we helped Noah see that with a little flexibility and
patience on his part, next time he might be included. The next night at
dinner, his peak of the day was that he was more flexible and more
patient, and he was included in the game!
We are surrounded by family - grandparents, aunts, uncles,
cousins, and friends we consider family. We were both so grateful to
have grown up in families that taught the same value of “family first.”
This past Summer we went fishing with both Grandpas on Lake
Michigan where we caught several monster king salmon, telling
stories while we waited for the fish to bite and laughing as we reeled
in the fish! Of course the first “bite” belonged to Noah! He grabbed
the pole, and started reeling it in (immediately realizing how hard it
was)! Within seconds, the pole was handed to Brian to reel the fish
in. As soon as the fish was at the boat, Noah took back the pole, and
started cheering about the fish “he” just worked hard to catch! All 4 of
us cheered him on!
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Our Hobbies
We love tennis! Matt was a state champion as a teen, and he’s
still “got it” as an adult, bringing the family onto the court! Noah
takes 2 lessons a week and is signed up for his first tennis summer
camp! Every Saturday we have a family lesson with a coach. The
lesson always ends with a doubles tennis match and the tennis
coach always plays on Brian’s side to give him a chance. Brian
does his best, but he can’t compete with Matt and Noah! This has
created so much fun, enjoyment, bonding and a little competition!
Your child will grow up in a home that values hard work, setting and
achieving goals, and of course, and having fun!

We love adventure! On one of our recent vacations we were at one
of the largest water parks in the world! One of the draws of this
park is their famous slide called “The Leap of Faith” which is a 60
foot vertical drop! Noah was all in, and Brian was terrified! As
they were climbing the 6 flights of stairs to get to the top, Brian was
praying that Noah would back out! Of course, they got to the top,
and Noah without hesitation slid right down, which meant Brian had
to as well. If you look closely at the picture, you will see that Brian
was petrified! They both got to the bottom and jumped around with
excitement. Brian was happy to have done it, but made it clear that
if Noah wanted to go again, it was Matt’s turn!

Matt has been obsessed with Broadway shows since he was a
child! As a couple we see several shows a year, and recently
started bringing Noah to some shows! Recently, we drove an hour
so that Matt could share his childhood favorite with Noah; The Lion
King! It was so special to watch Noah sit in amazement of the
talent on the stage. Our favorite part was when Rafiki held Simba
up on the cliff and sang “The Circle of Life.”
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He’s My Cutie! (About Matt by Brian)
Matt is an eternal optimist. During the Covid shelter in place, Matt
convinced me and Noah to lip sync Celine Dion’s song “Power of
Love,” and create a sing off between us and four or five other
families! It was hilarious. It was a time of uncertainty, and yet some
of the videos that our friends and family sent back were some of the
funniest things we had ever seen! This went on for weeks, randomly
a video would get sent out with a family lip syncing and dancing, and
that was a “challenge” for us to send back! Your child will have a dad
that turns lemons into extra sweet lemonade!

Matt may be an old soul… but he is extremely young
at heart! Every year we host a summer party with
our friends and their kids, and all the kids want is
to play with Matt - he is considered the “child
whisperer!” Two years ago, all the parents were
eating dinner and I looked over and saw Matt and 10
kids sitting in the hot tub playing a memory game
and laughing their heads off. The kid that loves Matt
the most is Noah!

Matt loves Reality TV! Real Housewives, The Bachelor,
Survivor… any kind of reality TV calls to Matt! Last
Summer he started a podcast with his best friend that hit
the top 40 on the entertainment charts and was featured in
People Magazine. The podcast discussed pop culture
current events, funny stories like how they met in high
school gym class, and they interviewed several stars from
the Real Housewives franchise, The Bachelor franchise,
and other notable reality TV shows. Matt follows his
passion, he turns ideas into success, and he figures out
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how to have fun doing it.

He’s My Rock! (About Brian by Matt)
Brian has an amazing capacity to get everything done all with
a smile on his face. Just last week, I came down from my
‘work from home’ office looking to help start dinner and Brian
had two pots going on the stove, all while helping Noah with his
math homework at the kitchen island. He simply turned around
and gave me a huge smile and a hug and kiss and asked how
my day was.

Brian always tries to turn regular things into magical
moments and memories. Every year he makes a
scrapbook of Noah’s past year. Each year as a family we
look through it, and it amazes me how much effort Brian puts
into planning and making amazing memories! Recently,
Brian booked our family on a “Snuba” (mixture between
scuba and snorkling) trip. We hopped on a little raft and
drove far into the ocean. We went through a training
experience, and that was when Noah got scared. Through
support and understanding, Brian was able to help Noah off
the boat and participate in Snuba! When we got back onto
the boat, Noah yelled with joy, “This was the greatest day of
my life!!”
Brian is always thinking of others. One of my favorite things
about Brian is that he loves Amazon and new gadgets - but not for
himself, they are always for a loved one or one of his employees. I
laugh to myself everyday when I see the Amazon box at the front
door and walk in and he’s excited to have me open the box! A
perfect example of this was how he found me new winter gloves
that are iPhone compatible. I love to go for long walks but in the
winter, I couldn't use my phone to listen to music without my hands
freezing. He researched the perfect glove, ordered them and made
my walks so much more enjoyable. Your child will have a dad that
always finds a way to make them feel special.
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Becoming a Family
We found each other online! After a few weeks of talking, we decided to
meet at a tiny restaurant for lunch. We hit it off from the first hello; there
was something we saw in each other that connected instantly. The
funniest part of our meeting was that Brian got there first (as always) and
found a table. When Matt arrived and joined Brian at the table, Brian
noticed his worst fear right in front of his face… there was a bee sitting on
the window right next to the table! Matt couldn’t help but notice that Brian
would look at him, and then at the window, and then back at him and then
back to the window! That’s where we shared our first laugh… and have
been laughing together ever since!

Brian was blessed in his first marriage with the adoption of Noah. It
was love at first sight. He keeps Noah’s birth mother updated with
pictures and stories frequently. We support Noah’s story by
reading children’s books on adoption, as well as children’s books on
having two dads. Noah’s favorite book as a little child was “Daddy,
Papa and Me.” Brian read this to Noah almost every night! Noah
would walk over to his book shelf, look at all the books, about to pick
a new option, and then go back to his old faithful! He loved being
read to about a family that looked like his! Your child will have a
sibling that shares the connection of adoption and a sibling that has
grown up in a same gender family!
When Matt and Noah met, it was as if they had always known each
other! Matt thinks of Noah as his son, not his step son. Matt looks
back fondly about the first night they met; Matt was so nervous to
make a good impression on Noah! The three of us joined Brian’s best
friend and her family for dinner and then we went back to the house to
play. When leaving the restaurant, Noah asked if he could ride in
Matt’s car back to the house. Matt let Noah DJ the whole way
home, and they found out quickly that they shared a love of singing to
the radio! On any given night, after homework and dinner are done
you will find Noah and Matt playing in the basement, playing baseball
outside, or swimming in our pool! After several years of being
together, we feel it is the right time to expand our family. We look
forward to walking this path with you.
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Great Things Come in Small Packages! (About Noah)
It’s amazing that at just 10 years old how deeply Noah cares about
those around him. He is always thoughtful of those in need. On a
frigid December day we went with Matt’s whole family to support a local
charity that provided food for families in need. It was so cold, so we
gave Noah the option to stay home, but Noah was all in! He couldn’t
have been more involved, and worked so hard to make sure that the
packages he was making for each family were just perfect. He made
cute handwritten notes, over packed each package with extra food, and
made sure to tie the most perfect bow so nothing would fall out.

Noah is proud to be an adoptee. When he was eight, our family took
a trip to Mexico and on our way to a zipline activity and as usual, Noah’s
larger than life personality had the attention of the tour guide. The guide
over the speaker said, “Hey little buddy! I bet you can’t wait to tell your
mom about the zip line when you get back to the hotel!” Noah looked
up, unphased and said,” Actually, I’m here with my dad and step dad, I
have 2 dads and 2 step dads. My mom lives back in Indiana!” The
whole bus laughed, and we gave Noah a huge hug! To Noah, it wasn’t
anything more than the truth! He is proud of his adoptive family, and his
birthmother.

Matt was 12 years old when his baby sisters were adopted. Matt tells
Noah often about how special and unique it is to be a big brother, as
you can have such an impact on teaching them as they grow up, but
still have the fun sibling bond. Being such an older big brother, he
took part in so many of his sisters' "firsts." Matt remembers holding his
sisters hands as he helped guide them to walk for the first time! He
was their sibling, role model, teacher and protector. Your child will
share the bond of adoption, the bond of growing up together,
and the bond of love and friendship with Noah!
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Family
In addition to a big brother and two dads, your child will have three great
grandparents, four grandparents, eight aunts and uncles and four cousins
all within 20 minutes of our home...and we see them every week.

We talk to our parents everyday! Every single
morning before school, Noah’s grandparents call him
to say good morning, make funny faces at each other,
and wish Noah a great day at school! Your child will
grow up surrounded by family and embraced with
love!

We love water activities! Recently, we went to a huge indoor water
park hotel with family! It was a weekend that all of us (grandparents
down to 3 year old) got to “be a kid!” Noah's seven year old cousin
was afraid of this one water slide, and Noah without pressuring him
helped make him feel safe and try it! From that point on, we went
down the slides 50 times in a row! Your child will grow up being
supported in trying new things!

Every spring break of Matt’s childhood, his family would go to
Naples, Florida! It has been so fun to continue that tradition!
On one of our vacations, we went on an airboat with Matt’s
family to see the alligators. Once you are out on the boat,
they stop and let you throw marshmallows into the swamp
for the gators to eat! We were all having a blast, in kind of
shock and awe over how big the gators were, and then we
turned around and noticed that everyone was throwing the
marshmallows over except for Noah who was popping them
into his mouth with a huge smile on his face!
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Traditions
We have continued numerous family traditions from our childhoods.
Matt brought ‘Christmas Week’ from his side of the family - a week
full of family events. On Christmas morning, the entire family comes
together to open gifts. We all open gifts one at a time, starting from
youngest to oldest and then back again. It can take 5-6 hours of
everyone in the PJs cuddled around the fire, opening gifts, laughing
and sharing in the joy of Christmas. Last year the entire family wore
matching green and red striped pajamas to Christmas morning.

We look forward to our annual Summer trip. Brian loves to plan the
summer vacation (in another life he must have been an event
planner) and looks for fun new places to explore. Last year we
rented a Lake House in Wisconsin that came with a power boat.
We spent the whole week on the water, as Noah fell in love with
tubing - we couldn't get him off the tube all week as he shouted
faster, faster, from the tube! We look forward to learning about your
favorite traditions to incorporate them in our gatherings for your
child.

We feel that some of the smallest traditions are the most
important. Days can be busy with work and school, but we
most look forward to eating dinner as a family and watching
a family movie - no phones or electronics! Several times a
year, Matt’s dad sets up a massive inflatable movie theater,
and Noah picks the movie of the night! On a crisp fall night
last year, we watched Home Alone as a family, roasted
marshmallows and reenacted the funniest parts of the
movie together.
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Our Four Legged Friends
We are huge dog lovers! Neither of us grew up with
dogs, but always wanted one. As adults it was a must,
and now we have four! One of our most rewarding
experiences was rescuing Wesley from a local shelter.
He was very timid and scared. Noah found him, and
immediately fell in love with him! Noah went to work on
Matt right away, and within minutes Matt and Noah
were working on Brian to bring Wesley home.
Needless to say, 60 pounds later, Wesley has been one
of the best additions we could have ever asked for.

Rosie, Lilly, Wesley, and Daisy all sleep together and
never like to be apart from each other. Matt gets the
short end of the stick as they ALL sleep on his side of
the bed. Some nights Matt even sleeps on the floor just
to let the dogs have a better night sleep.

Our “dog pack” is great with children! They are
extremely friendly, all having graduated ‘doggy university’
- majoring in obedience. The first thing Noah does when
he comes home, is run around the house and hide, so the
dogs have to find him. The daily game always ends all
four dogs kissing him and cuddling him on the couch
before homework.
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There’s No Place Like Home

“A house is built of walls and beams, a home is built of love and dreams.” Our yellow brick home is our safe space, filled with
beautiful colors, a massive velvet sectional couch for lounging and binging movies. At least one night over each weekend we
have a family movie night where the three of us and the four dogs cuddle up on the fluffy sofa. One of our favorite family movie
experiences was when we hunkered in and watched the entire Harry Potter series in ONE WEEKEND! We were glued to the
TV and watched The Goblet of Fire twice. Your child will grow up in a home that puts quality family time as priority one!

From cooking to homework, having learning conversations with

The art in our dining room defines how we live our life.

Noah when something didn't go his way, or family celebrations and

We found these art pieces at a vintage store during a
family outing and agreed that we needed to hang them
in the house as these are the values we live our life by.

dance parties - we always find ourselves together around the
kitchen island. During Christmas Week last year, we had Matt’s
family over for game night! Noah is the equivalent of a “Jedi” with
the memory game! We broke up into teams, and watched as
Noah cleared the boards! All while laughing, cheering each other
on, and enjoying our family!

Be Nice! Kindness! Life is Fantastic!
Our home is filled with positive messages like these.
These are the values your child will grow up with!
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Our Community

Our home is just three short blocks from our town’s quaint and adorable downtown; filled with restaurants, the
cutest toy store and children’s store, a Starbucks (a must), and a candy and ice cream store where we ride our
bikes on the weekend. Just the other day, Noah got a scoop of chocolate ice cream and Matt got his usual, a bag
of chocolate covered cherries. With many family friends in our immediate community, your child will grow up
surrounded by kids and fun!

One of the reasons we picked our town was because of the

We believe in a global community. Two spring

school district. Noah has been going to the same school
since he was two, and has developed an unbelievable
circle of friends, teachers and coaches that have been with
him since day one! Their educational standards are

breaks ago, we went to a tiny town in Mexico with
family friends! It was a week of taking in culture,
dating back over 500 years. It was amazing to see
Noah and his cousins learn about a culture and

second to none, as the school was just marked as the #1 in
our county, and in the top five in our state!

language while in vacation setting have the time of
their lives. Seeing different parts of the world,
hearing different languages has reinforced our value
of loving, respecting, and embracing everyone.
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A Day in the Life
Brian owns and manages multiple businesses, and he
has created a schedule that allows him to drop off and
pick up Noah from school everyday, be at home to make
family dinner, and help get all the homework done!
Brian’s first priority is “being there.” He is at every tennis
lesson and school event, Brian’s flexibility will enable
him to be “there” for your child too… for everything!

Matt is the vice president of a public relations
agency, and has enjoyed the 9-5 life of working with
celebrity clients, but he is most excited for his next
chapter of becoming a stay-at-home dad. From
meal time to bath time, to reading books at night,
your child will have two loving and devoted parents
that will be there 100% of the time.

One of the highlights of each day is that we
always sit down for dinner together. During
the week it's alway our little trio, and on the
weekends we enjoy a big family dinner! Just last
week we spend the entire dinner reminiscing
about our trips to Disneyland and our favorite
rides, including sharing stories of how scared Matt
was on the Tower of Terror, holding on to Brian's
shirt the entire ride. Your child will grow up
embracing family values, and understanding the
importance of supporting those that we love!
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Thank You!

Thank you again for taking the time to learn about our family, and
thank you for considering us as adoptive parents to your child. We
are in awe of your commitment to your child, and in awe of the love
you have for your child. Please know that we will share in those
commitments. We promise to honor you and your culture in our home
and help your child understand that your decision is a gift of love truly
like no other. Your child will grow up being proud of you, and our
family will forever be grateful for you.
We believe that raising and loving a child is not about genetics but
about connection, love and devotion. We will always celebrate your
child’s adoption, the same way we have celebrated Noah’s, and
Matt’s sister’s. We look forward to staying in contact with you
about your child’s life. We cannot thank you enough for considering
us, as we would not be able to fulfill our family’s dream without you.
Thank you for considering us. We hope to connect with you soon!
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